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Delivered in pediatric age group with the overall frequency being about 1–15%. Fractures of the facial bones and mandible are uncommon in the pediatric age group with the overall frequency being about 1–15%. Only 0.8–1.0% of facial fractures occur in children younger than 5 years; and 10–14.7% occurs in patients older than 16 years. Factors responsible include small volume of facial mass relative to the calvarium, the relative resilience of the pediatric skeleton, higher elasticity, poor pneumatization, thick surrounding adipose tissue, the protected environment in which children live, and stabilization of the mandible and maxilla by the unerupted teeth. The frequency of mandibular fractures in children occur at two peaks periods: First, at the age of 6–7 years, associated with the beginning of school attendance; and second, at 12–14 years during increased physical activity and participation in sports at puberty and adolescence.

The mandible is the most frequently fractured facial bone after the nasal bone in the pediatric patient. Fractures are usually nondisplaced or greenstick in nature. Grossly, displaced pediatric mandibular fracture that requires active treatment is rare.

Fractures of the mandible are relatively less frequent in children when compared to adults. The anatomic features of children are protected. Children have a higher adaptation to maxillofacial fractures compared to adults. Treatment principles of mandibular fractures in children differ from that of adults due to concerns regarding mandibular growth and the developing dentition. A case of a 6-year-old boy with fractured mandibular symphysis managed by closed reduction using a vacuum formed thermoplastic splint and circummandibular wiring is presented. This article also provides a review of the literature regarding the management of mandibular fracture in young children.

The pediatric patient is a challenge to manage and management is extremely complicated, especially in mixed dentition stage. The principles governing the management of mandibular fractures differ in children. A conservative approach is usually indicated in most cases. The goal of treatment of these fractures is to restore the underlying bony architecture to the preinjury position, in a stable fashion, as noninvasively as possible, with minimal residual esthetic and functional impairment. Open reduction and osteosynthesis of the pediatric fracture with titanium plates and screws or absorbable plates and screws carries risks of a negative effect on the skeletal growth and damaging unerupted teeth. Thus, closed reduction is usually advocated.

The purpose of this paper is to present a simple method of managing a grossly displaced mandibular fracture in a 6-year-old boy using a vacuum formed thermoplastic splint.
splint which was a practical and effective conservative
treatment approach and a subsequent follow-up. The
high osteogenic potential of the pediatric mandible
allowed a successful management of the case with a
high degree of compliance. A literature review was also
included.

**CASE REPORT**

A 6-year-old boy presented with a history of a
motorcycle road traffic accident, about 10 days after the
incidence. There was a history of loss of consciousness,
without convulsions or vomiting. The boy sustained
a mandibular fracture and multiple facial bruises. The
patient appeared anxious but cooperative during the
examination.

Teeth 51, 52, 61, and 62 were exfoliated, and tooth 31
was missing. All the other deciduous teeth with 46,
41, and 36 were present. There was a derangement
of occlusion, step at the 41, 31 region [Figure 1], and
a vertical fracture line between 31 and 72 associated
with slightly medially dislocated right mandibular
dentoalveolar segment at the symphyseal region. There
was no individual tooth fracture present and no tooth in
the line of fracture was mobile. There was no fracture
elsewhere.

Preoperative posterior-anterior view of the skull revealed
a severely displaced fracture at the symphysis [Figure 2].
Wiring was ruled out as there were only deciduous teeth
and significant displacement. Plating was contraindicated
due to the proximity of the permanent tooth buds. With
the suspected concomitant occult condylar injury, it was
necessary to maintain mouth opening to prevent any
traumatic ankylosis.

Impressions of both jaws were taken with alginate
impression material and surgical model prepared with
dental stone. The fracture was manually reduced on

![Figure 1: Preoperative clinical picture of a 6-year-old boy showing derangement of occlusion. Note the step deformity at the 31 and 72 region](image1)

![Figure 2: Posteroanterior view of the skull revealing a symphysis fracture with displacement of the fracture segments](image2)

![Figure 3: Clinical photograph showing reduced mandibular fracture with vacuum formed thermoplastic splint adapted and retained with circummandibular wiring bilaterally and in the center of the mandible](image3)

![Figure 4: Postoperative radiograph showing reduction and union of the fracture. Occlusion achieved was satisfactory](image4)
the cast to simulate the reduction that would be done clinically. An orthodontic thick thermoplastic forming sheet (2 mm thick) was adapted on the reduced cast to form a splint using the BioStar thermoplastic forming machine, and the splint was trimmed to fit the cast.

Under local anesthesia with sedation, the fibrous deposit along the symphyseal mandibular fracture line was surgically removed, and the fracture reduced manually and aligned by bi-digital pressure with the guidance of the occlusal plan. The surgical laceration along the fracture was sutured with 3-0 chromic catgut suture. The orthodontic vacuum formed thermoplastic splint was adapted onto the teeth of the reduced mandible and was retained with circum-mandibular wiring bilaterally and in the center of the mandible using 0.4 mm soft stainless steel wire [Figure 3]. Medication administered include Augmentin 375 mg (three times a day, 25 mg/kg) (Duocid, Pfizer, Lagos, Nigeria) and acetaminophen suspension (three times a day, 250 mg) (Calpol, Glaxo-Welcome, Lagos, Nigeria) for 1 week. The patient was placed on soft diet and instructed to avoid physical activities. At weekly review, both healing and function were satisfactory. On the 3rd postoperative week and in the absence of mobility at the fracture site, the splint, and circum-mandibular wire were removed under local anesthesia. Postoperative recovery was uneventful with satisfactory occlusion achieved. Minor spacing noticeable in the incisor-canine region [Figures 4 and 5] had closed on the 2nd month follow-up. Further review monthly for 6 months revealed satisfactory occlusion with good masticatory efficiency and healing at the fracture site. At 3-year follow-up visit, the patient showed a healthy dentition in centric occlusion with no signs of ankylosis or disturbance of growth [Figure 6].

**Discussion and Review of Literature**

Pediatric facial fractures constitute 1–15% of all facial fractures,\(^{[5]}\) parasympyseal fractures are the second most common of mandibular fractures in children (27%), after condylar fractures.\(^{[3]}\) Incidence rates of pediatric mandibular fractures increase with age.\(^{[6]}\) A 2:1 male predominance has been reported for all mandibular fractures.\(^{[5,6]}\) Falls and sports injuries are the usual causes of mandibular fractures in children with bicycle and all-terrain vehicles accidents accounting for between 17% and 57%.\(^{[6]}\) Motor vehicle collisions constitute the most obvious cause of serious facial trauma.\(^{[7]}\) There is a male preponderance attributable partly to males risk-taking activities and more active sports.\(^{[7]}\) Incidence is however reduced due to the protective anatomic feature of a child’s face and the age while fracture fragments are usually minimally displaced due to high elasticity of the young bones and embedded tooth buds that hold the fragments together, flexible suture lines, and a high cancellous-to-cortical bone ratio.\(^{[6,7]}\)

The imaging technique of value for mandibular trauma in children is a 3 mm thin-section computed tomography scan. Plain radiographs in young children are not as helpful due to the increased incidence of greenstick fractures, unerupted tooth buds obscuring fractures. The choice radiographic view that evaluates the mandible is the Panorex.\(^{[7]}\)

The highly osteogenic potential of the pediatric mandible makes a high degree of precision unnecessary in its management. Timely management is essential to achieving an optimal outcome as bony fragments may become partially united in 4 days making fractures difficult to reduce by the 7th day.\(^{[8]}\) Thus, timing of intervention must be within the first 48 h after the injury,\(^{[8]}\) although individualized based on the age at presentation,
dentition status, the location of the fracture and degree of bony displacement, and functional limitations. The outcome is determined by the effect that growth has on form and function.

Management is aimed at establishing a functional occlusion while limiting any potential impact on normal growth, and intervention ranges from observation to open reduction with internal fixation depending on the fracture pattern, the stage of dental development, and the skeletal age. Opinion is divided in the treatment of the growing mandible between internal fixation techniques and closed reduction, intermaxillary fixation (IMF), and splints. Deciduous teeth offer very little anchorage while only the first molars are adequate for circumdental wiring in mixed dentition stage. In the absence of adequate teeth, immobilization with gunning splint or lingual splint can provide good reduced position while preventing any type of fibrous union. The thermosetting plastic is a versatile technique that can be used for a wide range of ages in children. Thickness ranging from 1 mm to 4 mm helps in maintaining the occlusion in a reasonable relationship, providing adequate immobilization for fracture fragments and increased joint space to allow active mouth opening to avoid ankylosis. Closed reduction is associated with difficulty in placement of wires on the primary teeth, loose anchorage system, danger of avulsion of the insufficiently stable deciduous teeth, and significant weight, and protein loss from dietary restriction. Prefabricated acrylic splints are alternative to closed reduction. They are cost effective, easy to use, reduced operating time, minimally traumatic to adjacent anatomical structures, and comforting for young patients than IMF or open reduction techniques.

Despite a high initial investment of a vacuum-forming unit, vacuum-formed splints have the advantage of less laboratory time, noninvasiveness and maximum preservation of mandible and the developing tooth buds. Suitability of open reduction and rigid internal fixation (ORIF) for children remain controversial. The advantages are outweighed by the undesirable effects of implanted hardware in the mandible of a growing child. Though recent advances in ORIF have made it a fixation option for pediatric facial fractures with less side effects on the growing skeleton. A recent Cochrane review of the relevant literature reported insufficient evidence to support this. It is suggested that ORIF be used in children with great caution and only if other means of reduction and fixation are not attainable. The treatment of pediatric mandibular fracture does not require the degree of precision required in adults because of the various degrees of self-correction while the high osteogenic potential of the pediatric mandible is responsible for a low postoperative complication rate. The main objective of treatment of the mandibular fracture in this reported case was to restore normal occlusion and provide the stability that supports fracture healing, allowing normal eating and drinking and restoration of esthetic in a young child. Six-month follow-up showed complete healing without any complications on the surrounding tissues, good alignment of teeth with no occlusal disharmony or temporomandibular joint problems. These clinical outcomes indicate that fabricated orthodontic thermoplastic vacuum formed splints for conservative treatment of pediatric mandibular fracture are cost-effective, easy to use, less time-consuming, and provide maximum stability during the healing period with minimal trauma to the adjacent anatomic structures. However, periodic long-term follow-up is absolutely essential for the early determination of possible growth disturbances.

Complications associated with pediatric trauma are not severe, except in severely comminuted fractures. Malocclusion is rarely reported and is least associated with the use of closed treatment and IMF.

It has been suggested that pediatric mandibular body fractures be followed up on long-term basis postoperatively, with a proper record of facial growth pattern and mandibular movements. Marked deformation of the crown and roots have been noticed in teeth in fracture line, while long-term effect of fracture and implanted hardware fixation on tooth buds is difficult to predict.

CONCLUSION

The treatment of the fractured pediatric mandible represents a therapeutic challenge complicated by the dynamic nature of the developing mandible, the presence of tooth buds, and dental instability. Orthodontic thermoplastic splint are a novel, easy, and less time-consuming method of immobilizing pediatric mandibular fractures that can increase patient compliance and reduce stress to the child.
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